
Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

1945. The vote in the House of Lords as to who should inherit the Barrington 
family fortune has ended in a tie. The Lord Chancellor's deciding vote will 
cast a long shadow on the lives of Harry Clifton and Giles Barrington. 

Harry returns to America to promote his latest novel, while his beloved 
Emma goes in search of the little girl who was found abandoned in her 
father's office on the night he was killed. When the General Election is called, 
Giles Barrington has to defend his seat in the House of Commons and is 
horrified to discover who the Conservatives select to stand against him. But it 
is Sebastian Clifton, Harry and Emma's son, who ultimately influences his 
uncle's fate. 

In 1957, Sebastian wins a scholarship to Cambridge, and a new generation of 
the Clifton family march onto the page. After Sebastian is expelled from 
school, he unwittingly becomes caught up in an international art fraud 
involving a Rodin statue that is worth far more than the sum it raises at 
auction. Does he become a millionaire? Does he go to Cambridge? Is his life in 
danger? 'Best Kept Secret' will answer all these questions, but once again, pose 
so many more.

Extent 400 page/s

153

The Author
Jeffrey Archer, whose novels and short stories include 'Kane and Abel', 'A 
Prisoner of Birth' and 'Cat O' Nine Tales', has topped the bestseller lists 
around the world, with sales of over 270 million copies. He is the only author 
ever to have been a number one bestseller in fiction (sixteen times), short 
stories (four times) and non-fiction ('The Prison Diaries'). The author is 
married with two sons and lives in London and Cambridge. 
www.jeffreyarcher.co.uk
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Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Woody Creek is gearing up for its centenary celebrations - but for many of its 
townspeople, it's just another reminder of the old days, when life was more 
simple, before so-called progress, technology and a growing population 
roared through the town, altering everything in its wake.

Not for Georgie though. Long encumbered by responsibility for her half-sister 
Margot, she's looking towards the future and more changes. Not having 
managed to move on from running Charlie's grocery store yet, as the clock 
ticks over to 1970, she's determined that the time has come. 

She's not the only one of Jenny's children who's grown up and is moving on. 
As a six year old, little Jimmy Morrison was stolen from Woody Creek by his 
grandfather, and is now further away than ever from his estranged birth 
mother and sisters. Having inherited an estate in the United Kingdom, he's 
determined to make a new life for himself. If only he could shake off his one 
terrible attachment to Australia...

For Cara, Woody Creek has been the source of the most devastating news of 
her life, and a terrible mistake that cannot be undone. She's vowed never to 
step foot into the place again. But the old timber town has a way of getting 
under people's skins. And as it draws the much loved cast of Woody Creek 
characters back into its grip, confessions, discoveries and truths seem set to 
explode in the most dramatic of showdowns...

Extent  page/s

156

The Author
Joy Dettman was born in country Victoria and spent her early years in towns 
on either side of the Murray River. She is an award-winning writer of short 
stories, the complete collection of which, 'Diamonds in the Mud', was 
published in 2007, as well as the highly acclaimed novels 'Mallawindy', 
'Jacaranda Blue', 'Goose Girl', 'Yesterday's Dust', 'The Seventh Day', 'Henry's 
Daughter', 'One Sunday', 'Pearl in a Cage', 'Thorn on the Rose', 'Moth to the 
Flame' and 'Wind in the Wires'. 'Ripples on a Pond' is Joy's fifth novel in her 
Woody Creek series.
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Category Crime & Mystery

Intrepid investigative journalist Scout Davis has given herself a holiday, but 
when Hermione Longfellow floats towards her in the supermarket, wanting 
to engage her services, she stops to listen.

Most people in Byron Bay are aware of the eccentric Anemone sisters. Always 
dressed in black, they rarely leave their home nestled in the hills - but Scout is 
sure that the drinking of chicken blood is just idle gossip. When Hermione 
asks Scout to track down sister Nemony's AWOL husband, believed to have 
died at sea thirty years ago, but recently popped up again on the Great Barrier 
Reef, Scout, checking there is no eye of newt in Hermione's shopping trolley, 
jumps at the chance. 

Another source of intrigue falls close to home when Scout's sister Harper 
despairs over her husband's odd behaviour. And if that weren't enough, 
Scout's journalist boyfriend is finally coming home from Afghanistan. Trouble 
is, Scout thinks she may be falling in love with irresistible local cop Rafe - who 
coincidentally is also Toby's best friend...

Delightfully witty and addictively fast-paced, this is the second hilarious 
outing for unforgettable sleuth Scout Davis. Perfect for fans of Janet 
Evanovich and Alexander McCall Smith, this is storytelling at its laugh-out-
loud best.

Extent  page/s

156

The Author
Maggie Groff is the bestselling author of two non-fiction books, 'Mothers 
Behaving Badly' and 'Hoax Cuisine'. She has worked as a columnist for 
"Sunday Life" magazine in "The Sun-Herald" and extracts of her work have 
been published globally by "Readers Digest". She lives with her husband in 
northern New South Wales and is currently working on her third Scout Davis 
novel after 'Mad Men, Bad Girls' and 'Good News, Bad News'.
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The wind is whispering in Woody Creek... Change is in the air

It's 1958 and Woody Creek is being dragged - kicking and screaming - into the 
swinging sixties. 

Jenny's daughters, Cara and Georgie, are now young women. They have 
inherited their mother's hands, but that is where their similarity ends. Raised 
separately, they have never met. 

A mistake from Cara's teenage years looms over her future, but she believes 
emphatically in the white wedding and happily ever after myth. Georgie has 
seen enough of marriage and motherhood. She plans to live her life as her 
grandmother did, independent of a man. 

But life for the Morrison girls has never been easy, and once the sisters are in 
each other's lives, long-buried secrets are bound to be unearthed, the dramatic 
consequences of which no-one could have predicted…

Extent 480 page/s

130

The Author
Joy Dettman was born in country Victoria and spent her early years in towns 
on either side of the Murray River. She is an award-winning writer of short 
stories, the complete collection of which, 'Diamonds in the Mud', was 
published in 2007, as well as the highly acclaimed novels 'Mallawindy', 
'Jacaranda Blue', 'Goose Girl', 'Yesterday's Dust', 'The Seventh Day', 'Henry's 
Daughter', 'One Sunday', 'Pearl in a Cage', 'Thorn on the Rose', and 'Moth to 
the Flame'. 'Wind in the Wires' is Joy's fourth novel in her Woody Creek series.
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Category Point Of Sale

This 18-copy backlist bin includes:

9 x 9781742611952 Wind in the Wires

3 x 9780330425667 Pearl in a Cage

3 x 9781742610818 Moth to the Flame

3 x 9780330404020 Thorn on the Rose

Extent 18 item/s

The Author
Joy Dettman was born in country Victoria and spent her early years in towns 
on either side of the Murray River. She is an award-winning writer of short 
stories, the complete collection of which, 'Diamonds in the Mud', was 
published in 2007, as well as the highly acclaimed novels 'Mallawindy', 
'Jacaranda Blue', 'Goose Girl', 'Yesterday's Dust', 'The Seventh Day', 'Henry's 
Daughter', 'One Sunday', 'Pearl in a Cage', 'Thorn on the Rose', 'Moth to the 
Flame' and 'Wind in the Wires'. 'Ripples on a Pond' is Joy's fifth novel in her 
Woody Creek series.
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Hilton Wise is the son of one of the most powerful and wealthy lawyers in the 
United States. When he falls for Savannah, a young black girl he meets on 
Cape Cod during the summer of 1952, he has no idea that his passion for her 
will expose his father's deepest secrets. The result will shatter his family, and 
hers. 

Years later, unable to forget, Hilton abandons his comfortable life on the east 
coast and sets out to find Savannah. But as he struggles to right the wrongs he 
set in motion he comes to realise that forgiveness doesn't have a price. 

Set in the last half of the 20th century, years that changed America for ever, 
'Wise Men' is a sweeping story about love and regret, about the crushing 
weight of familial obligation, and about the difficulty of doing the right thing 
in an unjust world.

Extent 256 page/s

156

The Author
Stuart Nadler is a graduate of the Iowa Writers' Workshop, where he was 
awarded a Truman Capote Fellowship and a Teaching-Writing Fellowship. 
Recently, he was the Carol Houck Smith Fiction Fellow at the University of 
Wisconsin. His fiction has appeared in the 'Atlantic'.
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Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

89-year-old Isabelle McAllister has a favour to ask her hairdresser Dorrie 
Curtis and it's a big one. Isabelle wants Dorrie, a black single mother in her 
thirties, to drop everything to drive her from her home in Arlington, Texas, to 
a funeral in Ohio. 

As they drive, Isabelle starts to tell her story: as a willful teen in 1930s 
Kentucky, she fell deeply in love with Robert Prewitt, the black son of her 
family's housekeeper-in a town where blacks weren't allowed after dark. The 
tale of their forbidden relationship and its tragic consequences makes it clear 
that Dorrie and Isabelle are headed for a gathering of the utmost importance, 
and that the history of Isabelle's first and greatest love just might help Dorrie 
find her own way. 

With tenderness and searing emotion, 'Calling Me Home' illuminates the 
hardships, passions and dreams that link women across race, generations and 
time.

Extent 300 page/s

156

The Author
Julie Kibler grew up in Kentucky, New Mexico, and Colorado, then moved to 
Texas to attend college and stayed because even the strangers were friendly. 
Aside from writing, she is a freelance editor and tries to keep up with her 
teenagers and a couple of shelter dogs who don't always appreciate their 
rescue. Julie Kibler began writing 'Calling Me Home' after learning a bit of 
family lore-as a teen, her white paternal grandmother fell in love with a 
young black man, but their families tore them apart.
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Category Crime & Mystery

In kidnapping cases, the first few hours are vital. After that, the chances of 
being found alive go from slim to none. Alex Prévost is running out of time. 
And her abductor wants only one thing: to watch her die.

Police Commandant Camille Verhoeven has nothing to go on: no suspect, no 
leads, no hope. But as he begins to understand more about Alex, he starts to 
realise she is no ordinary victim.

Beautiful, tough, resourceful, always two steps ahead - the enigma that is Alex 
will keep you guessing till the bitter, bitter end. Before long, saving her life 
will be the least of Verhoeven's worries.

Extent 368 page/s

156

The Author
Pierre Lemaître worked for many years as a teacher of literature. His novels to 
date have earned him exceptional critical and public acclaim as a master of 
both the crime novel and the thriller.

Frank Wynne is a translator from French and Spanish. His translations include 
works by Michel Houellebecq and Marcelo Figueras' IFFP-shortlisted 
'Kamchatka'.
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A story of life and death, family and community, set out on the high plains of 
Colorado. 

Dad Lewis is dying. As the residents of Holt, Colorado pass in and out of his 
front door to voice their farewells, their prayers, their good wishes, Dad's wife 
and daughter work to make his final days as comfortable as possible, 
knowing all is tainted by the bitterness of an absent son. 

In the house across the street, a young girl moves in with her grandmother 
and is fascinated and unsettled by the memories that Dad's condition stir up 
of her own family's past. 

And down town another new arrival, the Reverend Rob Lyle, attempts to 
mend strained relationships of his own, as he faces up to his latest 
congregation. 

'Benediction' forms - with 'Plainsong' and 'Eventide' - a loose trilogy set in 
Haruf's fictional town of Holt, an imaginative landscape which is as vivid and 
powerful as those of Cormac McCarthy and Annie Proulx. Heart-breaking yet 
affirming, this is a novel that explores the pain, the compassion and above all 
the humanity of ordinary people.

Extent 176 page/s

156

The Author
Kent Haruf's honors include a Whiting Foundation Award and a special 
citation from the PEN/Hemingway Foundation. 'Plainsong' won the 
Mountains & Plains Booksellers Award and was a finalist for the National 
Book Award, the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and the New Yorker Book 
Award. He lives with his wife, Cathy, in the town of Salida in their native 
Colorado.
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As late summer steals in and the final pearls of barley are gleaned, a village 
comes under threat. A trio of outsiders - two men and a dangerously magnetic 
woman - arrives on the woodland borders and puts up a make-shift camp. 
That same night, the local manor house is set on fire. 

Over the course of seven days, Walter Thirsk sees his hamlet unmade: the 
harvest blackened by smoke and fear, the new arrivals cruelly punished, and 
his neighbours held captive on suspicion of witchcraft. But something even 
darker is at the heart of his story, and he will be the only man left to tell it... 

Told in Jim Crace's hypnotic prose, 'Harvest' evokes the tragedy of land 
pillaged and communities scattered, as England's fields are irrevocably 
enclosed. Timeless yet singular, mythical yet deeply personal, this beautiful 
novel of one man and his unnamed village speaks for a way of life lost for 
ever.

Extent 320 page/s

156

The Author
Jim Crace is the prize-winning author of ten previous books, including 
'Continent' (winner of the 1986 Whitbread First Novel Award and the 
Guardian Fiction Prize), 'Quarantine' (winner of the 1998 Whitbread Novel of 
the Year and shortlisted for the Booker Prize) and 'Being Dead' (winner of the 
2001 National Book Critics Circle Award). He lives in Birmingham.
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Category Crime & Mystery

Actor Gwydion Morgan's dramatic appearance at Jessica Mayhew's 
psychotherapy practice coincides with a turbulent time in her own life - her 
husband has just revealed that he's spent the night with a much younger 
woman. 

Gwydion, son of the famous Evan Morgan, is good looking and talented but 
mentally fragile, tormented by an intriguing phobia. Jessica is determined to 
trace the cause of his distress. So when his mother phones to say he is suicidal, 
Jessica decides to make a house call. 

The Morgans live in a grand cliff-top mansion overlooking a rocky bay with 
its own private jetty. It's a remote and somewhat sinister place. On her visit, 
Jessica finds out that an au pair who looked after Gwydion as a child 
drowned in the bay in mysterious circumstances. Could it be that Gwydion 
witnessed her death? 

In her quest to help her client, Jessica finds herself becoming embroiled in the 
Morgans' poisonous family dynamic. At the same time, she has to deal with 
the demands of her own domestic life: her struggle to keep her marriage 
intact, as well as her older daughter's increasingly defiant behaviour. And 
then, of course, there is the growing attraction she feels towards her new 
client...

Extent 380 page/s

156

The Author
Charlotte Williams studied philosophy at university, and afterwards worked 
as a journalist, writing for magazines and making documentaries for the BBC. 
She later trained as a psychotherapist. She is married with two sons, lives in 
Cardiff, and is currently working on her second novel featuring Jessica 
Mayhew.
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Category Crime & Mystery

One boy is dead. A killer is free. Who is next? 

Detective Sergeant Jessica Daniel is first on the scene as a stolen car crashes on 
a misty, wet Manchester morning. The driver is dead, but the biggest shock 
awaits her when she discovers the body of a child wrapped in plastic in the 
boot of the car. 

As Jessica struggles to discover the identity of the driver, a thin trail leads her 
first to a set of clothes buried in the woods and then to a list of children's 
names abandoned in an allotment shed. 

With the winter chill setting in and parents looking for answers, Jessica must 
find out who has been watching local children, and how this connects to a 
case that has been unsolved for 14 years. 

This is book four in the "Jessica Daniel" series, following on from 'Locked In', 
'Vigilante' and 'The Woman In Black'.

Extent 300 page/s

156

The Author
Kerry Wilkinson is something of an accidental author. His debut, 'Locked In', 
the first title in the detective "Jessica Daniel" series, was written as a challenge 
to himself but, after self-publishing, it became a UK Number One bestseller 
within three months of release. Kerry then went on to have more success with 
the second and third titles in the series, 'Vigilante' and 'The Woman in Black'. 
Kerry has a degree in journalism and works for a national media company. 
He was born in Somerset but now lives in Lancashire.
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Category Crime & Mystery

They think they are safe at home. Someone knows better. 

When a body is found in a locked house, Detective Sergeant Jessica Daniel is 
left to not only find the killer but discover how they got in and out. 

With little in the way of leads and a journalist that seems to know more about 
the case than she does, Jessica is already feeling the pressure - and that's 
before a second body shows up in identical circumstances to the first. 

How can a murderer get to victims in seemingly impossible situations and 
what, if anything, links the bodies?

Extent 300 page/s

130

The Author
Kerry Wilkinson is something of an accidental author. His debut, 'Locked In', 
the first title in the detective "Jessica Daniel" series, was written as a challenge 
to himself but, after self-publishing, it became a UK Number One bestseller 
within three months of release. Kerry then went on to have more success with 
the second and third titles in the series, 'Vigilante' and 'The Woman in Black'. 
Kerry has a degree in journalism and works for a national media company. 
He was born in Somerset but now lives in Lancashire.
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A killer behind bars is still killing... 

Dead bodies are piling up for Detective Sergeant Jessica Daniel. 

Usually when a serial killer is on the loose, the pressure would be building to 
find the perpetrator but the victims are all hardened criminals themselves. 

The national media can't believe their luck with an apparent vigilante on the 
streets, while Jessica's new boss seems grateful someone else is doing their job 
for them. 

But things aren't so straightforward when forensics matches blood from the 
apparent killer to a man already behind bars.

Extent 300 page/s

130

The Author
Kerry Wilkinson is something of an accidental author. His debut, 'Locked In', 
the first title in the detective "Jessica Daniel" series, was written as a challenge 
to himself but, after self-publishing, it became a UK Number One bestseller 
within three months of release. Kerry then went on to have more success with 
the second and third titles in the series, 'Vigilante' and 'The Woman in Black'. 
Kerry has a degree in journalism and works for a national media company. 
He was born in Somerset but now lives in Lancashire.
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Severed body parts. A woman in shadows. These are the only clues. 

Someone has left a severed hand in the centre of Manchester and the only clue 
Detective Sergeant Jessica Daniel has to go on is CCTV footage of a woman in 
a long black robe placing it carefully on the ground. 

With a lengthy missing persons list and frantic families wondering if the body 
part could belong to their absent loved ones, she has plenty to deal with - and 
that's before a detached finger arrives for her in the post. 

By the time a second hand is found and a local MP's wife goes missing, Jessica 
is left struggling to find out who the appendages belong to, how they are 
connected and just what the mysterious woman in black has to do with it all.

Extent 300 page/s

130

The Author
Kerry Wilkinson is something of an accidental author. His debut, 'Locked In', 
the first title in the detective "Jessica Daniel" series, was written as a challenge 
to himself but, after self-publishing, it became a UK Number One bestseller 
within three months of release. Kerry then went on to have more success with 
the second and third titles in the series, 'Vigilante' and 'The Woman in Black'. 
Kerry has a degree in journalism and works for a national media company. 
He was born in Somerset but now lives in Lancashire.
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A young Don Juan is found murdered in front of his apartment building early 
one morning, and an elderly couple is reported missing after an excursion to 
the ancient site of Tindari - two seemingly unrelated cases for Inspector 
Montalbano to solve amid the daily complications of life at Vigata police 
headquarters.

But when Montalbano discovers that the couple and the murdered young 
man lived in the same building, his investigation stumbles onto Sicily's brutal 
"New Mafia", which leads him down a path more evil and more far-reaching 
than any he has been down before.

Extent 224 page/s

156

The Author
Andrea Camilleri is one of Italy's most famous contemporary writers. The 
Montalbano mystery series has been translated into nine languages and the 
novels have been bestsellers all over Europe. The author lives in Rome. 

Stephen Sartarelli is a poet and translator. He lives in France.
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Category Romance

Some rules are there to be broken... 

Ariel and Preston are happily married, and Ariel is determined to keep it that 
way. Preston is recovering from a stroke, but if he begins to piece together 
memories of the seventy-two hours prior to his stroke, then he will realize 
Ariel's hidden secret. Also privy to Ariel's exploits, Preston's secretary 
Michele has set her sights on a position of power. 

But when Preston's memories start to resurface, will he be able to forgive and 
forget? Can Ariel ignore her deepest yearnings for the sake of her marriage? 
And, though bound to secrecy, will Michele honour her pact with Ariel, or 
stop at nothing to get what she wants?

Extent 400 page/s

130

The Author
As the creator of "The Black Door" series ('The Black Door', 'Naughty', 
'Seduction' and 'Betrayal'), Velvet uses the world as her muse, travelling the 
globe for inspiration. Writing erotica long before the release of 'Fifty Shades of 
Grey', she knows how to make your heart race with her red hot tales of 
romance, passion, secret desires and erotic temptations.
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In 1982, Sue Grafton introduced us to Kinsey Millhone. Over thirty years later, 
Kinsey is an established international icon and Sue, a number-one bestselling 
author. To mark this anniversary, Sue has given us stories that reveal Kinsey's 
origins and Sue's past. 

"My name is Kinsey Millhone. I'm a private investigator, licensed, bonded, 
insured; white, female, age thirty-two, unmarried, and physically fit. That 
Monday morning, I was sitting in my office with my feet up, wondering what 
life would bring, when a woman walked in and tossed a photograph on my 
desk. "Somebody killed my husband."" 

Thirty one years since 'A is for Alibi' was first published, Sue Grafton presents 
'Kinsey and Me', her first compendium of short stories. It features nine Kinsey 
Millhone short stories, each a gem of detection, as well as autobiographical 
pieces written in the decade after Grafton's mother died. Together, they show 
just how much Kinsey Millhone is a distillation of her creator's past, even as 
they reveal a child who, free of parental discipline, read everything and 
roamed everywhere. But the dark side of such freedom was that very parental 
distance... 

This dazzling and often moving collection displays the depth and range of 
Grafton's writing and reminds us of her unique talent as a storyteller.

Extent 240 page/s

156

The Author
Sue Grafton has become one of the most popular female writers, both in the 
UK and in the US. Born in Kentucky in 1940, she began her career as a TV 
scriptwriter before Kinsey Millhone and the 'alphabet' series took off. She 
plans to take Kinsey all the way through the alphabet to Z. Sue lives and 
writes in Montecito, California and Louisville, Kentucky.
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1828. King Shaka has survived an assassination attempt. Important trade 
routes have been secured. Yet all is far from calm in the Zulu Empire...

The bulk of Shaka's army toils in the diseased swamps of Mozambique; the 
white men at Port Natal have begun disobeying his laws; and enemy tribes 
are slowly infiltrating Zulu territory. Both king and kingdom are more 
vulnerable than ever.

With Shaka increasingly withdrawn, it falls to the Induna - his most loyal 
warrior - and his trusted sidekick, to quell this disquiet. And thus begins their 
adventure...

The duo must solve mysteries, brave battles and shed blood - and in the 
process face off against bandits, thieves, slavers, cannibals and plotting 
princes - if their magnificent kingdom and its ailing creator are to stand a 
chance of enduring.

Extent 460 page/s

156

The Author
Born in 1966, Walton Golightly hails from Durban, KwaZulu-Natal - on the 
doorstep of what used to be the Zulu Kingdom. 'The People of the Sky' is his 
third novel, and the final instalment in the Amazulu trilogy.
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Category Poetry

Roberto Bolaño's own preferred literary persona was as a poet and 'Tres' is his
 most inventive and bracing collection. 

As the title implies, the collection is composed of three sections. 'Prose from 
Autumn in Gerona', a cinematic series of prose poems, slowly reveals a subtle 
and emotional tale of unrequited love by presenting each scene, shattering it, 
and piecing it all back together, over and over again. The second part, 'The 
Neochileans', is a sort of On the Road in verse, which narrates the travels of a 
young Chilean band on tour traveling north from Chile to Peru and Ecuador. 
Finally, the collection ends with a series of short poems that take us on 'A Stroll
 Through Literature' reminding us of Bolaño's masterful ability to walk the line
 between the comically serious and the seriously comical.

Extent 64 page/s

130

The Author
Roberto Bolano was born in Santiago, Chile, in 1953. He grew up in Chile and 
Mexico City. He is the author of 'The Savage Detectives', which received the 
Herralde Prize and the Romulo Gallegos Prize, and '2666', which won the 
National Book Critics Circle Award. He died in Blanes, Spain, at the age of 
fifty.
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Tres
Bolaño, Roberto



Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Roxy Squires is one of the original TV ladettes. She's interviewed more bands 
and flirted with more A-listers than you could shake a stick at. But can she tell 
herself that her 15 minutes of fame might be over?

Woody is a window cleaner. A few years ago, he was Britain's favourite pop 
star. Now, his window cleaning round brings him into contact with a 
disparate collection of former big names.

Together, they form the world's strangest self-help group; but can Woody 
persuade his flock of failures to come to terms with life as ordinary civilians? 
Or will Roxy convince them to plump for one last shot at fame?

Extent 500 page/s

130

The Author
Eleanor Prescott has worked in PR for ten years. She lives in Kent with her 
husband, son and daughter. 'Could It Be I'm Falling in Love?' is her second 
novel.
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Prescott, Eleanor



Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

You may love him, but can you ever love his family? 

Introducing a family business and four different women, each dealing with 
their very own Mr Jones... 

Lilian and Eddie Jones have been the owners of Mulberry House for years, but 
now Lilian's worried about Eddie's health. Will any of their three sons step in 
to take on the business? 

Alicia, married to Hugh Jones, is a perfectly behaved wife and mother. But 
with her fortieth birthday looming, she feels the need for excitement. Maybe 
it's time to spice things up... 

David Jones is struggling to come to terms with his redundancy, while his 
wife Emma is desperate for a baby - whatever the cost. 

And Isabel Allerton is on the run from a dark and troubled past. She's 
determined not to fall for charming, unreliable Charlie Jones... but will her 
heart listen?

Extent 400 page/s

156

The Author
Lucy Diamond is the author of several internationally bestselling children's 
novels, written under a different name. She lives near Bath with her husband 
and three children.
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Me and Mr Jones
Diamond, Lucy



Illustrations

Category Crime & Mystery

Revenge has no limits... 

Four AM on a wet stretch of the A1 and a driver skids out of control. Quick on 
the scene, Senior Investigating Officer Kate Daniels and partner DS Hank 
Gormley are presented with a horrifying image of carnage and mayhem that 
quickly becomes one of the worst road traffic accidents in Northumberland's 
history. But as the casualties mount up, they soon realise that not all of the 
deaths were as a result of the accident... 

On the other side of town a house goes up in flames, turning its two 
inhabitants into charred corpses. Seemingly unconnected with the traffic 
accident, Kate sets about investigating both incidences separately. But it soon 
becomes apparent that all is not what it seems, and Kate and her colleagues 
are one always step behind a ruthless killer who will stop at nothing to get 
what they want.

Extent 420 page/s

156

The Author
Mari Hannah was born in London and moved north as a child. Sponsored by 
the Home Office, she graduated from Teesside University before becoming a 
Probation Officer, a career cut short when she was injured while on duty. 
Thereafter, she spent several years working as a film/television scriptwriter. 
During that time she created and developed a number of projects, most 
notably a feature length film and the pilot episode of a crime series for 
television based on the characters in her book, the latter as part of a BBC 
drama development scheme. She lives in Northumberland with her partner, 
an ex-murder detective. In 2010, she won the Northern Writers' Award.
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Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Chris and Julia - from the moment they meet Chris is dangerously close to 
love. But their very first date in Lübeck's Grand-Café Elzas is interrupted by 
S.A. Brownshirts. It is 1937 and Hitler's manic oratory is driving Germany 
towards war and fanaticism.

The independence and freedom of thought that Chris finds so attractive leads 
Julia to emphatically reject the Nazi regime. It is not long before her 
courageous stance brings them both to the Gestapo's attention.

Soon he is forced to make an impossible choice, the outcome of which he can 
only regret.

Extent 192 page/s

130

The Author
Otto de Kat, born in 1946, lives and works as a publisher and novelist in 
Amsterdam. 'Man on the Move' (MacLehose Press, 2009) was the winner of 
Holland's Halewijn Literature Prize.

Ina Rilke is the prize-winning translator of books by Cees Nooteboom, W. F. 
Hermans, Erwin Mortier, Tessa de Loo, Dai Sijie, Margriet de Moor and 
Arthur Japin, among others.
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Illustrations

Category Fantasy

1900 BC: the once-proud Suryavanshi rulers of the Meluha Empire are in dire 
peril. The empire's primary river, the Saraswathi, is slowly drying up. There 
are devastating terrorist attacks from the east, the land of the 
Chandravanshis - and to make matters worse, the Chandravanshis appear to 
have allied with the Nagas, an ostracised race of deformed humans with 
astonishing martial skills.

The only hope for the Suryavanshis is an ancient prophecy: when evil reaches 
epic proportions and all seems lost, a hero will emerge…

Extent 320 page/s

130

The Author
Kolkata-born Amish gave up a highly successful career as a banker following 
the enormous success in India of his first book, 'The Immortals of Meluha'. 
Amish is passionate about history, mythology and philosophy, as well as 
world cultures and religions. He lives in Mumbai with his wife Preeti and son 
Neel.
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Illustrations

Category Crime & Mystery

Hollywood has come to Paradise, Massachusetts. And Police Chief Jesse Stone 
has been distracted from his duty by a beautiful young producer.

But before Jesse can get too cozy, the leading star of the movie, Marisol 
Hinton, approaches him for help. Her meth-addicted ex is terrorizing her, 
and, expecting him to turn up in town, she grows increasingly frightened for 
her life.

Jesse, meanwhile, is waging a war against an off-the-rails teenage girl - the 
seemingly untouchable daughter of a local business magnate - whose reckless 
and dangerous driving is endangering Paradise's citizens on a daily basis.

And as if he's not got enough to be dealing with, Jesse's juggling a third 
ongoing investigation: addressing a string of complaints from angered locals, 
claiming they are being charged suspiciously high fees by the local water 
company.

Not one to give up a fight, Jesse throws himself into all three cases with his 
characteristic bullish vigour. But what he doesn't necessarily realize is that 
those that seem to present the least danger will prove to be the most deadly.

Extent 288 page/s

156

The Author
Robert B. Parker was the author of seventy books, including the legendary 
Spenser detective series, the Jesse Stone novels, the acclaimed Virgil Cole / 
Everett Hitch westerns, and the Sunny Randall novels. He passed away in 
2010. An award-winning producer of more than thirty motion pictures, 
Michael Brandman collaborated with Robert B. Parker on more than a dozen 
of them, as well as cowriting numerous screenplays of Robert B. Parker's 
novels. He lives in California.
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Brandman, Michael



Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Picture two people, young and in love. Picture them being separated from one 
another. Picture them keeping their love alive through letters. So far, so 
simple.

Now imagine they've not just been separated geographically, but also 
historically.

Imagine that their love and letters now defy time and place, life and death.

By now you realize that this novel is unique.

And, when you learn how it has made Russian literary-prize history, and has 
to date been sold in twenty-two languages, you begin to sense just how 
unique…

Extent 368 page/s

156

The Author
Born in 1961 in Moscow, Mikhail Shishkin is one of the most prominent 
names in contemporary Russian literature, and is the only author to have won 
all three major Russian Literary Prizes. He divides his time between Moscow, 
Switzerland and Germany.
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Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

"You come from a long line of mistakes," Guy Caulder tells his daughter 
Alice. "My mother married the wrong man. Her mother did the same."

At the end of a love affair, Alice journeys to Normandy to meet Guy's mother, 
the grandmother she has never known. She tells her granddaughter that, in 
spite of the troubles her family has faced, there was one true love story in her 
past.

In the summer of 1942, Kitty is an ATS driver stationed in Sussex. She meets 
Ed, a Royal Marine commando, and Larry, a liaison officer with Combined 
Operations under the command of Louis Mountbatten. Kitty falls instantly in 
love with Ed, who falls in love with her. So does Larry.

Mountbatten mounts a seaborne raid on the beaches of German-occupied 
Dieppe in northern France. One of the worst disasters of the war, it has a 
profound effect on both Larry and Ed, and its repercussions will echo through 
the generations to come.

Extent  

156

The Author
William Nicholson's plays include Shadowlands and Life Story, both of which 
won the BAFTA Best Television Drama award of their year. He is married 
with three children and lives in Sussex.
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Nicholson, William



Illustrations

Category Science Fiction

A meteor known as Lucifer's Hammer is about to wreak destruction on the 
earth, and with the end of the world imminent, there is only one safe place to 
be.

In the mountains above Seoul, American-Korean bio-engineer Dr Kim Da Mi 
thinks she has found the perfect solution to save the human race. But her 
methods are strange and her business partner, Johnny Sandman, is not exactly 
the type of person anyone would want to mix with.

Drawn in by their smiles and pretty promises, Sydney - a Canadian model 
trying to escape an unhappy past - is an integral part of their scheme, until she 
realises that the quest for perfection comes at an impossible price.

Extent 464 page/s

156

The Author
Naomi Foyle was born in London, grew up in Hong Kong, Liverpool and 
Canada, and currently lives in Brighton. She spent three years in Korea, 
teaching English, writing travel journalism and acting in Korean educational 
television. She is a highly regarded poet and performer. 'Seoul Survivors' is 
her first novel.
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Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Mid Haven, New England, 1894.

Emma Appleby's ordered and loving existence comes to an abrupt and 
painful end with the death of her father. Her brother Laurence has no concern 
for her welfare and, at her wits' end, Emma plots her escape to the town in 
England where her father was born.

Tow Law Town, North East England, 1904.

Emma's arrival in the village offers Mick Castle a lifeline. His days are spent 
running the Black Diamond pub, but his marriage to Isabel is increasingly 
troubled and his daughter Connie is running wild. As Emma opens her 
academy, she sets herself up in competition with the local school, provoking a 
savage response from the community.

But she will not be deterred - even when her past catches up with her and 
Mick is forced to choose between family and love.

Extent 400 page/s

130

The Author
Elizabeth Gill has been published by Hodder and Severn House. Liz lives in 
Durham and comes from a foundry-owning background.
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Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

When Sam, Jackie and Anna successfully campaign to save their children's 
school lollipop lady, they are asked by a TV reporter if they fancy standing in 
the general election.

It is, of course, a crazy idea: Sam's youngest son has an incurable disease, 
Jackie is desperate for another child and her mum is struggling with 
Alzheimers, Anna's teenagers - and marriage - are in danger of going off the 
rails.

But sometimes the craziest ideas turn out to be the best. And just think what 
they could do if they got to run the country…

Extent 432 page/s

130

The Author
Linda Green is an award-winning journalist and has written for the 
"Guardian", the "Independent" on Sunday and the "Big Issue". Linda lives in 
West Yorkshire. 'The Mummyfesto' is her fifth novel.
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Illustrations

Category Crime & Mystery

The master of Swedish crime fiction returns with the winner of the prestigious 
Scandinavian Glass Key Award 

In the dead of night, in the pouring rain, a drunk driver smashes his car into a 
young man. He abandons the body at the side of the road, but the incident 
will set in motion a chain of events which will change his life forever. 

Soon Chief Inspector Van Veeteren, now retired from the Maardam police 
force, will face his greatest trial yet as someone close to him is, inexplicably, 
murdered. 
 
Van Veeteren's former colleagues, desperate for answers, struggle to decipher 
the clues to this appalling crime. But when another body is discovered, it 
gradually becomes clear that this killer is acting on their own terrifying logic…

Extent 256 page/s

130

The Author
Håkan Nesser is one of Sweden's most popular crime writers, receiving 
numerous awards for his novels featuring Inspector Van Veeteren, including 
the European Crime Fiction Star Award (Ripper Award) 2010/11, the Swedish 
Crime Writers' Academy Prize (three times) and Scandinavia's Glass Key 
Award. The Van Veeteren series is published in over 25 countries and has sold 
over 10 million copies worldwide. Håkan Nesser lives in Gotland with his 
wife and spends part of each year in the UK. Also available from Håkan 
Nesser: 'Borkmann's Point', 'The Return', 'The Mind's Eye', 'The Inspector and 
Silence' and 'The Unlucky Lottery'.
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Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Solomon Kugel has had enough of the past and its burdens. So, in the hope of 
starting afresh, he moved his family to a small rural town where nothing of 
import has ever happened. 

Sadly, Kugel's life isn't that simple. His family soon find themselves 
threatened by a local arsonist and his ailing mother won't stop reminiscing 
about the Nazi concentration camps she didn't actually suffer through. And 
when, one night, Kugel discovers a living, breathing, thought-to-be-dead 
specimen of history hiding in his attic, bad very quickly becomes worse.

Extent 304 page/s

130

The Author
Shalom Auslander was raised in Monsey, New York. Nominated for the Koret 
Award for writers under thirty-five, he has published articles in "Esquire", the 
"New York Times" magazine, "Tablet", and the "New Yorker", and has had 
stories aired on NPR's 'This American Life'. He is the author of the short-story 
collection 'Beware of God' and the memoir 'Foreskin's Lament'. He lives in 
New York.
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Auslander, Shalom



Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

A bold psychological debut from a captivating voice. 

Ten years ago, Rachel had an affair. It left her life in pieces. Now, writing at 
her window, she tries to put those pieces together again. 

She has her memories, recollections of dreams, and her old yellow notebook. 
More than anything, she wants to be honest. 

Rachel knows that her memory is patchy and her notebook incomplete. But 
there is something else. Something terrible happened to her lover. Her 
account is hypnotic, delicate, disquieting and bold. But is she telling us the 
truth?

Extent 320 page/s

130

The Author
Anna Raverat grew up in North Yorkshire and now lives in London with her 
three children. 'Signs of Life' is her first book.
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Signs of Life
Raverat, Anna



Illustrations

Category Science Fiction

Nurse Mercy Lynch is recently widowed, but the war has further unpleasant 
surprises in store. While working in a Confederate hospital, she receives word 
that her estranged father is dying and wants to see her. But reaching the far 
side of the country will be a harrowing adventure though war-torn border 
states. 

When her dirigible is shot out of the sky, Mercy is forced to join the mighty 
Union-operated steam engine known as the Dreadnought. But the journey 
turns deadly when they are beset by bandits, then attacked by Rebel soldiers. 
The train is moving away from the battle front, so Mercy can't imagine why 
they're so interested. Unless the train's mysterious cargo is responsible? 

Mercy just wants to see her father before he dies. But she'll have to survive 
Union intrigue and Confederate opposition to make it off the Dreadnought 
alive.

Extent 400 page/s

130

The Author
Cherie Priest is a full-time novelist, perhaps most famous for the "Clockwork 
Century" series, starting with the highly-acclaimed and award-winning 
'Boneshaker'. She is also a member of the Wild Cards Consortium, George R. 
R. Martin's superhero universe. She currently lives in Tennessee with her 
husband, and you can find out more at www.CheriePriest.com
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Dreadnought
Priest, Cherie



Illustrations

Category Science Fiction

Josephine Early, New Orleans brothel owner and Union spy, has a mission. 
And it might just end the Civil War. She must deliver Ganymede, an 
astonishing prototype submarine, to the North. But the giant war machine is 
at the bottom of a lake, no one has safely piloted it and she must sneak its 
huge bulk past enemy forces. 

Luckily, she knows the right man for the job. She hasn't seen former lover and 
air-pirate Andan Cly for years, but has a sweet job to tempt him back. He 
agrees to help, but his primary mission is to retrieve supplies for blighted 
Seattle, where noxious gas has forced residents underground and undead 
rotters menace the city. 

Although legit, the Seattle run makes Cly uncomfortable. He no longer flies 
sap, disapproving of the drug's ugly side-effects, and the job is funded with 
sap money. Josephine's jaunt could be a great distraction. But will they make 
history, or end up at the bottom of the ocean?

Extent 400 page/s

130

The Author
Cherie Priest is a full-time novelist, perhaps most famous for the "Clockwork 
Century" series, starting with the highly-acclaimed and award-winning 
'Boneshaker'. She is also a member of the Wild Cards Consortium, George R. 
R. Martin's superhero universe. She currently lives in Tennessee with her 
husband, and you can find out more at www.CheriePriest.com
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Priest, Cherie



Illustrations

Category Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Solitary, nostalgic Liz Crane returns to her family's now-deserted farmhouse 
to study the migratory habits of the Monarch butterfly.

A rich family history - all the anecdotes and blarney of successful Irish 
immigrants - is now tainted with sadness. Her cousin Amanda, a gifted 
military strategist, has been killed in Afghanistan, a loss foreshadowed by the 
earlier disappearance of her charismatic father.

Reflecting on the fragility and transcience of human life and relations - 
mirrored in the Monarchs' restless flight - Liz finds that love is there to be 
found where you least expect it.

Extent 288 page/s

130

The Author
Jane Urquhart is the author of six novels including 'Away', 'The Stone 
Carvers' and 'A Map of Glass', as well as a collection of short fiction and four 
volumes of poetry. She lives in Ontario and spends part of the year in Ireland.
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Sanctuary Line
Urquhart, Jane



Illustrations

Category Sagas

One of the most famous love stories of all time 

Set against the dramatic backdrop of the American Civil War, Margaret 
Mitchell's magnificent historical epic is an unforgettable tale of love and loss, 
of a nation mortally divided and a people forever changed. Above all, it is the 
story of beautiful, ruthless Scarlett O'Hara and the dashing soldier of fortune, 
Rhett Butler.

Extent 1008 page/s

130

The Author
Margaret Mitchell was born in Atlanta, Georgia, the daughter of an attorney 
who was president of the Atlanta Historical Society. She married in 1925, and 
spent the following ten years putting down on paper the stories she had heard 
about the Civil War. The result was 'Gone With The Wind', first published in 
1936. It won the Pulitzer price, sold over ten million copies, was translated 
into eighteen languages and was later made into one of the best-loved films of 
all time starring Vivien Leigh and Clark Gable. This book, a record bestseller, 
was her only published work. She died in 1949.
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Gone with the Wind
Mitchell, Margaret



Illustrations

Category War & Combat Fiction

World War One pilots were the knights of the sky, and the press and public 
idolised them as gallant young heroes.

At just twenty-three, Major Stanley Woolley is the old man and commanding 
officer of Goshawk Squadron. He abhors any notion of chivalry in the clouds 
and is determined to obliterate the decent, gentlemanly outlook of his young, 
public school-educated pilots - for their own good.

But as the war goes on he is forced to thrown greener and greener pilots into 
the meat grinder. Goshawk Squadron finds its gallows humour and black 
camaraderie no defence against a Spandau bullet to the back of the head.

Extent 224 page/s

130

The Author
Derek Robinson read history at Cambridge before working in advertising in 
London and New York. 'Goshawk Squadron' was shortlisted for the Booker 
Prize in 1971.
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Goshawk Squadron
Robinson, Derek



Illustrations

Category True Crime

The gripping account from an ex-con who went undercover to help the ATF 
infiltrate three of America's most violent biker gangs.

In exchange for a reduced sentence on his drug smuggling charges, Charles 
Falco infiltrated three of America's most violent biker gangs: the Vagos, 
Mongols and Outlaws. In separate investigations that spanned years and 
ranged across the USA, Falco risked his life every day, working deep 
undercover to bring violent sociopaths to justice. His dedication was 
profound; he even served time in San Bernardino's notorious Murder Unit 
and endured solitary confinement to keep his cover intact. He recorded 
confessions of gangland-style killings and nearly became a target himself 
before he sought refuge in the Witness Protection Program.

His efforts culminated in the seizure of hundreds of illegal firearms, drugs, 
stolen motorcycles and the arrest of sixty two club members for crimes 
ranging from assault to murder and dismemberment. Executing one of 
America's most successful prosecutions against outlaw biker gangs, Falco 
helped effectively cripple these three deadly organisations.

Extent 272 page/s

153

The Author
Charles Falco spent three years infiltrating the Vagos, becoming second-in-
charge of the Victorville, California chapter, another two years infiltrating the 
Mongols and Outlaws and became Vice President of a Virginia chapter of the 
Outlaws.

Kerrie Droban is the co-author of 'Prodigal Father, Pagan Son' and author of 
'Running with the Devil', winner of the USA Book News National Book.
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Vagos, Mongols and Outlaws
Falco, Charles
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Category Mind, Body, Spirit

Many of us struggle through our lives without purpose, but it doesn't have to 
be this way. If we embrace the message of 'The One', we can begin to achieve 
way beyond what we think is possible.

Nick P. Smith's book is designed for readers to get the most out of life. Follow 
his first-hand experience as you learn how to:

• Take control of your life
• Activate a plan and choose your path to success
• Boost your confidence
• Improve relationships through the power of your thoughts
• Transform your life, personally and spiritually
• Achieve your goals and dreams
• Increase your energy and make more time for yourself

Most importantly, The One's simple, direct message - that you are the one 
who has the power to transform your life - provokes thought, invigorates and 
motivates. The result: improved health, wealth and happiness.

With its frank and powerful approach, 'The One' has the potential to 
transform your life and help you realise your dreams.

Extent 264 page/s

129

The Author
Nick Smith has owned and operated many businesses over the past twenty 
years. He has also spent that time perfecting the many skills needed to not 
only make his businesses work but also achieve ongoing happiness and 
success in his personal life. He has travelled the world studying many 
different forms of spiritual teachings in order to gain a deeper understanding 
of the purpose of life. Today he continues to be a successful business owner 
and operator and consults on how people can live the life they have always 
wanted. He lives on his farm on the southern coast of Australia.
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Illustrations B & W photographs

Category Pets / Pet Care

'Four-Legged Miracles' is a collection of wondrous lost-and-found canine 
sagas - actual 'Lassie, Come Home' tales - that highlight dogs' remarkable 
abilities to return home despite almost unbelievable odds. Brad and Sherry 
Steiger have collected dramatic, carefully documented true-life anecdotes that 
showcase canines' amazing intelligence, courage, and sometimes seemingly 
supernatural powers. Often, there are no sensible explanations for how the 
dogs have come home, overcoming obstacles like natural disasters and fierce 
wilderness areas, predators, crippling disease and grievous injuries, emotional 
distress, and more to find their families.

These fascinating reunion stories include: Mason, the white terrier who 
crawled home on two broken legs to what remained of his family's tornado-
ravaged house; Buca, who sat on a hill over Utah's Rte. I-15 for two months 
waiting for the car he knew would bring him home; and Eddie, the beagle, 
who walked 450 miles over four months to reunite with disabled four-year-
old Jimmy, inspiring the boy to work harder on his own recovery.

'Four-Legged Miracles' will tug on readers' heartstrings, but it will also 
discuss common reasons dogs disappear, how to get a missing dog back 
faster, the dog-human bond, and the science behind some of the amazing 
journeys these dogs endure. Chock-full of happy endings, 'Four-Legged 
Miracles' lends insight into dogs' hearts and minds and is a treat for any 
animal lover.

Extent 288 page/s

129

The Author
Brad Steiger and Sherry Hansen Steiger have - together and separately - 
written more than one hundred books including 'Christmas Miracles' (winner 
of the 2002 Storytelling Award from "Storytelling World" magazine) and 'Dog 
Miracles'. The Steigers have appeared on "Hard Copy", "Inside Edition" and 
"Entertainment Tonight", and in specials on HBO, Discovery, History, and 
A&E. They were featured in twenty-two episodes of the syndicated series, 
"Could It Be a Miracle?"
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Illustrations

Category True War & Combat Stories

In February 2003 sixty elite operators from the SBS, with SAS and Delta Force 
embeds, were sent 1,000 kilometres behind enemy lines to take the surrender 
of a 120,000-strong Iraqi army in a mission that seemed lunatic from the start.

Caught in a ferocious ambush by vastly superior forces, the unit launched an 
epic bid to escape, inflicting carnage on their enemies. Running low on fuel 
and ammunition, and with their surviving vehicles shot to shreds, they faced 
dwindling options as the Iraqis closed in. The unit blew their vehicles, 
destroyed sensitive kit and prepared for death or capture...

This is the untold true story of the most desperate battle fought by British and 
allied Special Forces trapped behind enemy lines since World War Two.

Extent 368 page/s

156

The Author
Damien Lewis has spent twenty years reporting from war, disaster and 
conflict zones around the world. He has written a dozen non-fiction and 
fiction books, topping bestseller lists worldwide, and is published in some 
thirty languages. Two of his books are being made into feature films.
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Illustrations

Category Humour

Will Storr was in the tropical north of Australia, excavating fossils with a 
celebrity creationist, when he asked himself a simple question. Why don't 
facts work? Why, that is, did the obviously intelligent man beside him 
sincerely believe in Adam and Eve, the Garden of Eden and a six-thousand-
year-old Earth, in spite of the evidence against them? 

It was the start of a journey that would lead Storr all over the world - from 
Texas to Warsaw to the Outer Hebrides - meeting an extraordinary cast of 
modern heretics whom he tries his best to understand. He goes on a tour of 
Holocaust sites with David Irving and a band of neo-Nazis, experiences his 
own murder during 'past life regression' hypnosis, discusses the looming One 
World Government with iconic climate sceptic Lord Monckton and 
investigates the tragic life and death of a woman who believed her parents 
were high priests in a baby-eating cult. 

Using a unique mix of highly personal memoir, investigative journalism and 
the latest research from neuroscience and experimental psychology, Storr 
reveals how the stories we tell ourselves about the world invisibly shape our 
beliefs, and how the neurological 'hero maker' inside us all can so easily lead 
to self-deception, toxic partisanship and science denial.

Extent 304 page/s

156

The Author
Will Storr is a longform journalist and novelist. His features have appeared in 
various publications, including "Guardian Weekend", "The Times" magazine, 
"Observer" magazine, "GQ", "Marie Claire" and the "Sydney Morning Herald". 
He is a contributing editor at "Esquire" magazine. He has been named New 
Journalist of the Year and Feature Writer of the Year, and has won a National 
Press Club award for excellence. His investigation into the kangaroo meat 
industry won the Australian Food Media award for Best Investigative 
Journalism and he was presented with the One World Press award and the 
Amnesty International award for his work on sexual violence against men.
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Illustrations

Category Business & Management

A simple, charming business parable about managing change, and making 
innovation happen 

Inspired by George Orwell's 'Animal Farm' and the international bestseller 
'Our Iceberg is Melting', 'How Stella Saved the Farm' is a simple parable about 
embracing change and managing innovation in difficult times. 

Bankruptcy, or the grim prospect of being acquired by a hostile human 
competitor, threatens Windsor Farm. But when a young sheep called Stella 
comes up with a bold idea, will the other animals be able to respond to her 
ambitious call to action? 

Grounded in over a decade of academic research, 'How Stella Saved the Farm' 
will resonate for organizations of all types, from global corporations to small 
companies looking to embrace change. With eight simple lessons to guide 
new initiatives to success, it prepares readers to avoid some of innovation's 
most toxic myths, how to build the right kind of team, and how to take their 
business to the next level in a fast-changing world.

Extent 192 page/s

135

The Author
Vijay Govindarajan is the Earl C. Daum 1924 Professor of International 
Business and founding director of the Tuck School's Center for Global 
Leadership. He was the first professor in residence and chief innovation 
consultant at General Electric. He has worked with many Fortune 500 
corporations and is a regular keynote speaker in CEO forums and major 
conferences around the world. Chris Trimble has been an advisor for dozens 
of top corporations on their innovation challenges and has traveled the world 
speaking about innovation. He is a faculty member at the Tuck School of 
Business at Dartmouth.
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Illustrations

Category Natural History, Country Life, Pets

Sir David Attenborough CBE and the award-winning BBC Natural History 
Unit embark on a landmark new series, painting a breathtaking portrait of 
Africa as never before caught on film. This lavish and unmissable companion 
to the BBC One series reveals the undiscovered side of Africa's five unique 
regions.

Inspiring photography captures unprecedented wildlife behaviour, 
mesmerising new creatures and magical landscapes that will astound and 
captivate, and will challenge what you think you know about Africa. This is a 
spectacular journey through a vast and diverse continent in all its beautiful 
and unexpected abundance.

Witness the drama of eagles catching giant bats on the wing, lizards stalking 
their prey on the backs of lions, antelope-hunting monkeys and a nail-biting 
giraffe fight.

Share the discovery of the world's rarest fish species and the first-ever access 
to an island sanctuary for the elusive African penguin. Marvel at a Congo fish 
that flies like a butterfly and a love-struck beetle who thinks he's James Bond. 
Nowhere is more savage, more dangerous, yet more beautiful and alive than 
Africa. Join a unique expedition to the most extreme parts of this vast 
continent.

Extent 320 page/s

248

The Author
Sir David Attenborough's broadcasting career has spanned 60 years. He has 
long been the face and voice of Natural History broadcasting in the UK, from 
"Life on Earth" (1979) to "Frozen Planet" (2011). Michael Bright is the author of 
over 90 books on natural history, natural sciences, conservation and the 
environment, and a former executive producer for various departments at the 
BBC, including for the BBC Natural History Unit in Bristol.
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Illustrations

Category Self-Help / Practical Interests

From a dating doyenne of the Sex-And-The-City generation comes this 
groundbreaking prescription for slow-love that blasts traditional dating books 
and their confusing messages: Be free but not too free. Play hard to get and go 
after what you want. Keep him close by not letting him know you want a 
commitment-messages that help women play a game that doesn't always lead 
to a fulfilling, committed relationship. 

Dr. Wendy Walsh's outside-the-box approach to relationships turns 
traditional thinking on its head by using evolutionary psychology to offer 
advice that is both empowering and practical. 'The 30 Day Love Detox' is 
unlike any relationship book before because it helps women better 
understand themselves and their mating strategies. For the first time, general 
readers will gain access to clinical tests that help women identify their gender 
role type, their attachment style and their sexual strategies.

In 'The 30-Day Love Detox', Walsh offers a step-by-step, five-part attachment 
strategy, with a 30-day "detox" that helps weed out the bad boys and set 
women up to meet the right guy, including: 
• How to purge junk-food men 
• The five sexual myths that keep women single 
• When to begin the onset of sexual activity in a new relationship 
• The biggest mistakes women make when dating online-and how to avoid 
them

Extent  

130

The Author
Dr Wendy Walsh is America's thought leader on relationships. On CNN every 
week, she breaks down the psychology of sex, love, gender roles, divorce, 
parenting and other human behaviors. As host of Investigation Discovery 
network's popular series, "Happily Never After," she guides viewers through 
the sometimes treacherous side of love. As resident expert at 
DatingAdvice.com, no subject is taboo in her popular advice column. She 
brought her trademark no-holds-barred style to season four of "The Doctors" 
and the show was nominated for a 2012 daytime Emmy award.
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Illustrations

Category Biography: General

The anchor of "The O'Reilly Factor" recounts one of the most dramatic stories 
in American history-how one gunshot changed the country forever. In the 
spring of 1865, the bloody saga of America's Civil War finally comes to an end 
after a series of increasingly harrowing battles. President Abraham Lincoln's 
generous terms for Robert E. Lee's surrender are devised to fulfill Lincoln's 
dream of healing a divided nation, with the former Confederates allowed to 
reintegrate into American society. But one man and his band of murderous 
accomplices, perhaps reaching into the highest ranks of the U.S. government, 
are not appeased.

In the midst of the patriotic celebrations in Washington D.C., John Wilkes 
Booth-charismatic ladies' man and impenitent racist-murders Abraham 
Lincoln at Ford's Theatre. A furious manhunt ensues and Booth immediately 
becomes the country's most wanted fugitive. Lafayette C. Baker, a smart but 
shifty New York detective and former Union spy, unravels the string of clues 
leading to Booth, while federal forces track his accomplices. The thrilling 
chase ends in a fiery shootout and a series of court-ordered executions-
including that of the first woman ever executed by the U.S. government, Mary 
Surratt. Featuring some of history's most remarkable figures, vivid detail, and 
page-turning action, 'Killing Lincoln' is history that reads like a thriller.

Extent 352 page/s

140

The Author
Bill O'Reilly is the anchor of "The O'Reilly Factor", the highest-rated cable 
news show in the country. He also writes a syndicated newspaper column 
and is the author of several number-one bestselling books. He is, perhaps, the 
most talked about political commentator in the country. Martin Dugard is the 
"New York Times" bestselling author of several books of history. His book 
'Into Africa: The Epic Adventures of Stanley and Livingstone' has been 
adapted into a History Channel special. He lives in Southern California
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Illustrations

Category Popular Science

'Can We Travel Through Time?' addresses 20 of the most fundamental and 
frequently asked questions in physics. What is the God particle? Does chaos 
theory spell disaster? Am I unique in the universe? What is light?

Each 3,000 word essay examines these eternally perplexing questions in a way 
that is comprehensible to everyone, providing the ultimate guide to 
understanding the very nature of the world we live in.

Extent 208 page/s

130

The Author
Michael Brooks, author of the acclaimed '13 Things That Don't Make Sense', 
holds a PhD in quantum physics. He is a journalist and broadcaster, and acts 
as physics and cosmology consultant to New Scientist magazine. He has 
lectured at Cambridge University, the American Museum of Natural History 
and New York University, and his writing has appeared in many national 
newspapers, including the "Guardian", the "Independent", the "Observer" and 
the "Times Higher Education". He lives in Lewes, East Sussex.
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Illustrations

Category Cookery, Food & Drink

Secret venues. Inspired themes. Fabulous cakes. Across the UK and beyond, 
thousands of home bakers have been meeting covertly in hidden locations 
with the same simple mission: bake, eat and gossip about cake. These are the 
members of the phenomenally popular Clandestine Cake Club - and now, for 
the first time, they share their baking secrets with you. The rules are quite 
clear: no cupcakes, no muffins, no brownies, pies or tarts. It's all about cake!

With each event organised around a creative theme, the results are some of 
the most loved and inventive baked delights you'll ever eat.

From classic teatime treats and chocolatey indulgences to global bakes and 
spectacular cake extravaganzas, you'll find inspiring recipes such as: 
Scrumptious Sticky Toffee Cake; Smoked Chilli Chocolate Cake; Blood 
Orange and Rosemary Loaf; Raspberry Cakewell; Rose, Rhubarb & 
Cardamom Cake; Chai-soaked Vanilla Sponge; a giant Lemon Fondant Fancy; 
and the unmissable five-tier Rainbow Cake; plus stunning photography and 
sneak-peek snaps from club events. At last, the secret is out and everyone is 
invited to join the Club.

Extent 256 page/s

208

The Author
Retired Yorkshirewoman Lynn Hill founded the Clandestine Cake Club in 
2010 as a follow-up to the successful Secret Tea Room that she was already 
running in her Leeds home. News of the club spread like wildfire and there 
are now over 150 affiliated clubs in the UK and abroad, with more starting 
every month. Lynn has been featured on "The One Show", "Lorraine", "The 
Alan Titchmarsh Show" and BBC Radio 4, as well as in "The Times", "Daily 
Mail", "Grazia" and "Woman's Own". She also writes a popular blog: 
www.bakelady.wordpress.com.
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Illustrations

Category History

"Let each know that for each the body, the mind and the soul have been freed 
to fulfil themselves."

These powerful words, spoken by Nelson Mandela in his inaugural address as 
the new president of South Africa, are taken from just one of the forty 
important and thought-provoking speeches in this collection.

Ranging from 1945 to the present day, they provide an important insight into 
the modern world. Inspirational speeches by Winston Churchill, Mikhail 
Gorbachev, Martin Luther King, Barack Obama and many others are 
supplemented with biographies of each speaker, as well an exploration of 
their words' significance and an historical account of the consequences of their 
oratory.

This is a history of the recent and contemporary world told through the 
speeches that shaped it.

Extent 240 page/s

130

The Author
Hywel Williams is a historian, journalist and broadcaster. He is the author of 
'Guilty Men', 'Cassell's Chronology of World History' (2005) and 'Britain's 
Power Elites' (2006). His Quercus credits include 'Days that Changed the 
World' (2006), 'Sun Kings' (2007), and 'Emperor of the West' (2010).
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Illustrations

Category Photography

Whether you are already a seasoned director or simply a film fan, this 
comprehensive guide features everything you need to know to make a digital 
film: from the basics of capturing footage and planning a shoot, to the more 
advanced aspects of editing and post-production. 

Clear, step-by-step instruction on the technical aspects of filming with HD 
and DSLR cameras - including the latest advice on equipment, accessories, 
and software - are set alongside tips on the creative aspects - such as effects, 
making a storyboard and creating and lighting a set.

Extent  

150

The Author
Mark Brindle runs his own film production hire business in Devon, UK. He is 
a master member of the UK Institute of Videography (IOV) and has won 
several Media Innovation Awards for his films and DVDs. Mark regularly 
writes film production articles and camera reviews.
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Illustrations

Category Cycling, Skateboarding, Rollerblading

'The Bicycling Training Journal' provides the perfect framework to help 
cyclists of all stripes reach their cycling goals, whether they're weight loss or 
world records. This revised edition includes updated tips, motivational 
quotes, new weight loss and training plans: the magazine has added over 50 
additional pages of new material in all, a tremendous value. 

The journal gives readers the space to track each day's ride with room to 
record goals, distance covered, route, weather, and thoughts on the 
experience. There's even a space for readers to note favorite cycling 
equipment,bike set-up, and the greatest rides of the year. With all this 
information you'll be able to analyze your data and set new goals accordingly.

Extent 192 page/s

160

The Author
The Editors of "Bicycling" magazine are acknowledged worldwide as the 
experts on everything to do with bicycles. They have been entertaining and 
informing readers since 1954.
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Illustrations

Category Active Outdoor Pursuits

For over a decade, Dave Scott and Mark Allen were locked in one of the 
fiercest rivalries sport has ever known. The men, who seemed able to force 
their bodies into achieving the impossible, dominated the nascent sport of 
triathlon, continually pushing each other to ever-greater feats of athleticism 
and endurance.

On October 14, 1989, the battle between Scott and Allen reached its peak at 
the 13th Hawaii Ironman, when the pair raced the 140.6-mile event side by 
side, for eight straight hours at breakneck speed. The eventual winner's 
margin of victory was a scant 58 seconds. In a profound psychological portrait 
of these two men, and a gripping exploration of the aching gap between 
triumph and defeat, 'Iron War' tells triathlon's greatest ever story.

Extent 422 page/s

130

The Author
Matt Fitzgerald is the author of numerous books on sports history and 
endurance sports. His best-sellers include 'Racing Weight' and 'Brain Training 
for Runners'. He has written extensively for "Triathlete", "Men's Fitness", 
"Men's Health", "Outside", "Runner's World", "Bicycling", "Competitor", and 
many other sports publications.
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Illustrations

Category Cultural Studies

'The Table Comes First' is at once a celebration of the rituals of eating - the 
scene of families, friends, lovers coming together, or breaking apart, the core 
of our memories - and an exploration of the extraordinary transformations 
that our notion of what makes food 'good' has undergone.

Taking the reader from the birth of the restaurant in 18th century France to the 
molecular Meccas of Barcelona, 'The Table Comes First' is the delightful 
beginning of a new conversation about the way we eat now.

Extent 320 page/s

135

The Author
Adam Gopnik is the author of 'Angels and Ages', 'Paris to the Moon' and 
'Through the Children's Gate' and is a contributor to the "New Yorker". He 
lives in New York City with his wife and two children.
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Illustrations

Category Family / Health

One in five people is affected by IBS and yet it is often dismissed by the 
medical profession as a condition they can do little to help with, plus there is 
a lot of confusing information out there. In this practical guide, women's 
health expert Marilyn Glenville cuts through the confusion with clarity and 
compassion, empowering the reader with information and practical ways 
forward. She looks at the whole body in relation to IBS, from how your 
digestive system is working to the role that emotions and stress can play. 

This brilliant book offers the vital support that anyone with IBS, or general 
digestive problems, needs to gently heal and strengthen their digestive system 
back to normal function. With advice on tests, diet (including a 7-day diet 
plan to soothe digestion), natural foods to consume as well as trigger foods to 
watch out for, this is a must-have for anyone suffering from IBS.

Extent 224 page/s

156

The Author
Marilyn Glenville PhD is the UK's leading nutritionist specialising in women's 
health, and has been studying and practising nutritional therapy for over 25 
years. She is the former President of the Food and Health Forum at the Royal 
Society of Medicine, a registered nutritionist, psychologist, author and 
popular broadcaster. As a respected author she gives regular talks on radio 
and frequently appears on television and in the press in the UK.
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Illustrations

Category Fitness & Diet

Call it a spare tire, muffin top, or paunch. Men and women consistently cite 
their belly as their biggest problem area - and it is often the toughest final 
pounds to lose. Not anymore!

Whether readers' eating habits have been affected by stress, their bodies have 
changed with age, or they're constantly doing crunches without results, it's 
time to blast belly fat the right way. Using the comprehensive, week-by-week 
eating and exercise plan, readers can lose up to 20 pounds in 6 weeks-and 
keep it off, forever.

'The Men's Health Big Book of Abs' special features include:

• Quick effective routines that replace boring, painful crunches 

• Manly (and healthy) recipes that take less than 15 minutes to prepare!

• Hundreds of tips on how to emphasize muscle definition and six-pack abs!

• Including a step-by-step, 4-week eating and exercise plan, easy-to-prepare 
recipes, and hundreds of exercises, 'The Men's Health Big Book of Abs' is the 
ultimate guide to a leaner, fitter, sexier body.

Extent 400 page/s

The Author
Adam Bornstein s the editorial director of Livestrong.com, and former fitness 
editor at "Men's Health". He co-authored the bestselling 'The IMPACT! Body 
Plan', 'The Men's Health Diet', and has been featured on "Good Morning 
America", "The Early Show", and E!'s "The Daily 10". He lives in Los Angeles.
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Illustrations

Category Popular Medicine

An expert in combining both traditional and alternative medicine, Dr. 
Teitelbaum explains that tackling nine wholly preventable causes is the key to 
long-term, real relief from nagging health concerns. 

'Real Cause, Real Cure' unearths the underlying causes of more than 50 health 
problems, steering readers toward cost-effective, safe, and easy remedies to 
combat woes ranging from acne and food allergies to diabetes and cancer. 
Readers will discover how getting a full night's rest can combat heart disease, 
diabetes, depression, heartburn, weight gain, and chronic pain; how adding 
exercise to one's daily routine not only prevents an expanding waistline, but 
also wards off Alzheimer's, fibromyalgia, insomnia, and stroke; and how 
drugs taken to improve our health are a major culprit in why we keep getting 
sick.

This user-friendly guide takes the confusion out of personal health care so 
readers can enjoy a life free of needless prescriptions, doctors' offices, and 
irritating health issues.

Extent 448 page/s

156

The Author
Jacob Teitelbaum, MD, is a board certified internal medicine physician and 
researcher, widely recognized as an innovative leader in complementary 
health care, and medical director at the Fibromyalgia and Fatigue Centers. He 
divides his time between Virginia and Hawaii. Bill Gottlieb is author of 'The 
Natural Fat-Loss Pharmacy' and the bestselling 'Alternative Cures', with more 
than 1.6 million copies sold. He lives in California.
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Illustrations

Category Astronomy, Space, Time

The heavens are alive with breathtaking beauty: from the incandescent surface 
of the Sun to the shimmering tail of a comet; the birth of planets to the death 
of stars; the dancing shadows of Jupiter's moons to the silhouettes of eclipses.

'The Cosmic Gallery' contemplates the entire cosmos as a grand celestial art 
exhibit. In six thematically organized chapters, Giles Sparrow presents an 
array of stunning images, ranging from easily seen phenomena to the most 
distant and intricate galaxies, providing the reader with an exciting and 
beautiful new perspective on the cosmos.

Extent 224 page/s

250

The Author
Giles Sparrow studied Astronomy at University College London, and Science 
Communication at Imperial College. He has acted as author, consultant and 
contributor on numerous popular science books, and is the author of, amongst 
others, 'The Universe and How To See It', 'Cosmos', 'The Stargazer's 
Handbook', 'Voyage Across the Cosmos', 'Cosmos Close-Up' and 'The 
Universe in 100 Key Discoveries'.
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Illustrations

Category Music

Welcome to 'The Beginner Guitarist'! This book has been born out of 20 years 
of teaching experience. Although specifically designed as a teacher's aid, it 
can also be used for independent study.

Topics like posture, tuning and phrasing are not prescribed, being left to the 
judgement of the teacher. With the exception of right and left-hand fingering 
advice, this approach is used throughout the series. 

The entire series has the goal of being a measured and progressive tutor. Ideas 
are usually introduced one at a time to avoid overloading the student. Basic 
right-hand technique is the foundation of the early part of book one. The 
ability to strike the string effectively and produce a clear sound is paramount. 
Left-hand technique is then addressed with notes on the top three strings in 
first position. Use of the thumb is also covered briefly. Light relief comes in 
the form of small amounts of glissando and percussive work. Dynamics are 
then introduced onto a stable base of notes, followed by accidentals (key of 
G). The book is rounded off with chords and arpeggios, giving the student a 
chance to 'swap seats' with the teacher and play the role of accompanist. 
Elsewhere the teacher may accompany the pupil with the suggested chords, 
either playing the root note or the full voicings as notated. 

• Available January 2013

Extent 16 page/s

229

The Author
About the author: Nigel Tuffs is an instrumental teacher with more than 20 
years of experience in all areas of guitar teaching. Originally a member of 
several rock bands he completed an honours degree at the Colchester 
Institute, specialising in composition and performance, and has since worked 
extensively as a chamber musician, in guitar ensembles, as an accompanist 
and also as an educator.

Height | Width 305

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781780384870

 

Imprint Music Sales$NZRP $6.99

Beginner Guitarist Book 1, The
Tuffs, Nigel



Illustrations

Category Music

Welcome to 'The Beginner Guitarist'! This book has been born out of 20 years 
of teaching experience. Although specifically designed as a teacher's aid, it 
can also be used for independent study.

Topics like posture, tuning and phrasing are not prescribed, being left to the 
judgement of the teacher. With the exception of right and left-hand fingering 
advice, this approach is used throughout the series. 

The entire series has the goal of being a measured and progressive tutor. Ideas 
are usually introduced one at a time to avoid overloading the student. Basic 
right-hand technique is the foundation of the early part of book one. The 
ability to strike the string effectively and produce a clear sound is paramount. 
Left-hand technique is then addressed with notes on the top three strings in 
first position. Use of the thumb is also covered briefly. Light relief comes in 
the form of small amounts of glissando and percussive work. Dynamics are 
then introduced onto a stable base of notes, followed by accidentals (key of 
G). The book is rounded off with chords and arpeggios, giving the student a 
chance to 'swap seats' with the teacher and play the role of accompanist. 
Elsewhere the teacher may accompany the pupil with the suggested chords, 
either playing the root note or the full voicings as notated.        

*Available January 2013

Extent 16 page/s

229

The Author
About the author: Nigel Tuffs is an instrumental teacher with more than 20 
years of experience in all areas of guitar teaching. Originally a member of 
several rock bands he completed an honours degree at the Colchester 
Institute, specialising in composition and performance, and has since worked 
extensively as a chamber musician, in guitar ensembles, as an accompanist 
and also as an educator.

Height | Width 305

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781780384887

 

Imprint Music Sales$NZRP $6.99

Beginner Guitarist Book 2, The
Tuffs, Nigel



Illustrations

Category Music

Welcome to 'The Beginner Guitarist'! This book has been born out of 20 years 
of teaching experience. Although specifically designed as a teacher's aid, it 
can also be used for independent study.

Topics like posture, tuning and phrasing are not prescribed, being left to the 
judgement of the teacher. With the exception of right and left-hand fingering 
advice, this approach is used throughout the series. 

The entire series has the goal of being a measured and progressive tutor. Ideas 
are usually introduced one at a time to avoid overloading the student. Basic 
right-hand technique is the foundation of the early part of book one. The 
ability to strike the string effectively and produce a clear sound is paramount. 
Left-hand technique is then addressed with notes on the top three strings in 
first position. Use of the thumb is also covered briefly. Light relief comes in 
the form of small amounts of glissando and percussive work. Dynamics are 
then introduced onto a stable base of notes, followed by accidentals (key of 
G). The book is rounded off with chords and arpeggios, giving the student a 
chance to 'swap seats' with the teacher and play the role of accompanist. 
Elsewhere the teacher may accompany the pupil with the suggested chords, 
either playing the root note or the full voicings as notated. 

*Available January 2013

Extent 16 page/s

299

The Author
About the author: Nigel Tuffs is an instrumental teacher with more than 20 
years of experience in all areas of guitar teaching. Originally a member of 
several rock bands he completed an honours degree at the Colchester 
Institute, specialising in composition and performance, and has since worked 
extensively as a chamber musician, in guitar ensembles, as an accompanist 
and also as an educator.

Height | Width 305

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781780384894

 

Imprint Music Sales$NZRP $6.99

Beginner Guitarist 3, The
Tuffs, Nigel



Illustrations

Category Music

Welcome to 'The Beginner Guitarist'! This book has been born out of 20 years 
of teaching experience. Although specifically designed as a teacher's aid, it 
can also be used for independent study.

Topics like posture, tuning and phrasing are not prescribed, being left to the 
judgement of the teacher. With the exception of right and left-hand fingering 
advice, this approach is used throughout the series. 

The entire series has the goal of being a measured and progressive tutor. Ideas 
are usually introduced one at a time to avoid overloading the student. Basic 
right-hand technique is the foundation of the early part of book one. The 
ability to strike the string effectively and produce a clear sound is paramount. 
Left-hand technique is then addressed with notes on the top three strings in 
first position. Use of the thumb is also covered briefly. Light relief comes in 
the form of small amounts of glissando and percussive work. Dynamics are 
then introduced onto a stable base of notes, followed by accidentals (key of 
G). The book is rounded off with chords and arpeggios, giving the student a 
chance to 'swap seats' with the teacher and play the role of accompanist. 
Elsewhere the teacher may accompany the pupil with the suggested chords, 
either playing the root note or the full voicings as notated. 

*Available January 2013

Extent 16 page/s

299

The Author
About the author: Nigel Tuffs is an instrumental teacher with more than 20 
years of experience in all areas of guitar teaching. Originally a member of 
several rock bands he completed an honours degree at the Colchester 
Institute, specialising in composition and performance, and has since worked 
extensively as a chamber musician, in guitar ensembles, as an accompanist 
and also as an educator.

Height | Width 305

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781780384900

 

Imprint Music Sales$NZRP $6.99

Beginner Guitarist 4, The
Tuffs, Nigel



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

"We, the Martin family, were like inverse superheroes, marked by our defects. 
Dad was addicted to beer and bootlegs. Gully had "social difficulties" that 
manifested in his wearing a pig snout mask 24-7. I was surface clean but 
underneath a weird hormonal stew was simmering..."

It's summer in St Kilda. Fifteen-year-old Sky is looking forward to great 
records and nefarious activities with Nancy, her older, wilder friend. Her 
brother - Super Agent Gully - is on a mission to unmask the degenerate who 
bricked the shop window. Bill the Patriarch seems content to drink while the 
shop slides into bankruptcy. A poster of a mysterious girl and her connection 
to Luke, the tragi-hot new employee sends Sky on an exploration into the 
dark heart of the suburb. What begins as a toe-dip into wilder waters will end 
up changing the frames of Sky's existence. Love is strange. Family Rules. In 
between there are teenage messes, rock star spawn, violent fangirls, creepy 
old guys and accidents waiting to happen. If the world truly is going to hell in 
a hand-basket then at least the soundtrack is kicking. Sky Martin is Girl 
Defective: funny, real and dark at the edges.

Extent  

130

The Author
Simmone Howell is an award-winning short story-writer, and screenwriter. 
Her short film 'Pity24' won an AWGIE award and has screened at film 
festivals such as the London Australian Film Festival and Los Angeles Shorts 
Fest. She is published around the world and has a dedicated following of 
readers.

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

Author Residence: Castlemaine, VIC

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9780330426176

Recommended Interest Level: 14+ years

Imprint Pan Australia$NZRP $19.99

Girl Defective
Howell, Simmone



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

Jenna is sweet sixteen, the age when a girl is supposed to find her prince. 
Instead she finds Mr Anderson - intelligent, handsome, married Mr Anderson, 
who just happens to be her chemistry teacher. With a dark past and a difficult 
family, Jenna is just happy to have someone to protect her, to worry about 
her, to love her.

But should she be suspicious of Mr Anderson's reputation for helping 
'damaged' students? Why is the most popular girl in school suddenly jealous 
of her? And where is Mr Anderson's wife?

This is a love story that breaks all the rules, but that won't stop it breaking 
your heart.

Extent 368 page/s

130

The Author
Ilsa J. Bick is a child psychiatrist, a film scholar, a former Air Force major, and 
an award-winning, bestselling author of short stories, e-books, and novels. 
Ilsa lives with her family in rural Wisconsin.

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781780870434

Recommended Interest Level: 12+ years

Imprint Quercus$NZRP $19.99

Drowning Instinct
Bick, Ilsa



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

"They say it's going to get worse. That it's not going to end." 

The snow won't stop falling in this dangerous-new-world prequel to 'After the 
Snow'.

The long, bitter winters are getting worse, and a state of emergency has been 
declared across Europe. In Poland, the villagers are subject to frequent power 
cuts and fuel shortages. After the death of her grandmother and the 
evacuation of her village, fifteen-year-old Magda joins forces with the 
arrogant, handsome Ivan and smuggles her way onto a truck bound for 
London - where she hopes to find her mother. But London, when they reach 
it, is a nightmarish world, far from welcoming. Riots are commonplace and 
the growing chaos is exploited by criminals and terrorists alike. Magda's 
mother is not to be found, and as the lost girl struggles to come to terms with 
her changing situation, she eventually becomes friends with a rag-tag group 
of travellers planning a new home and future. They will need all the cunning 
and know-how they possess as they realise that the frozen wilderness of 
Britain has become just as lawless as the city.

Extent 320 page/s

156

The Author
Sophie Crockett was brought up on a yacht as her parents circumnavigated 
the globe. She now divides her time between Portobello Road, London, and 
the beech forests of the Montagne Noire of Southern France. Sophie speaks 
French and Russian, and her experiences in far-flung places inform much of 
her writing. She is married to the artist Timothy Shepard and has two 
children. 'One Crow Alone' is her second novel.

Height | Width 234

Pub Date

Binding TPB

 

Format C - Royal

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447230762

 

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $24.99

One Crow Alone
Crockett, S. D.



Illustrations 45 x B&W illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

Explore the magical world of the stars - where wishes really do come true - 
with this collectable, irresistible series for younger readers. 

On Cassie's seventh birthday she made a new friend - Stella Starkeeper. Stella 
lives in the sky and uses the magic of the twinkling stars to make wishes come 
true! After passing six tasks Cassie becomes a Lucky Star - someone who can 
can grant wishes, helped by her magical charm bracelet. But disaster strikes 
when Cassie's bracelet goes missing and Stella's powers begin to fade... Cassie 
must search for other Lucky Stars who can help her find the bracelet. But 
before a Lucky Star is able to share their magic, Cassie must first make a wish 
come true for them. 

In book eight, 'The Sleepover Wish', Cassie meets a Lucky Star called Hannah, 
who lives on a farm. The baby lambs are being born, so Hannah's mum and 
dad are too busy to plan a birthday party for her. Hannah loves being on the 
farm but she still wishes she could have a birthday sleepover.

Extent 128 page/s

130

The Author

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447236542

Recommended Interest Level: 5-7 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $9.99

Lucky Stars 8: The Sleepover Wish
Bright, Phoebe



Illustrations 45 x B&W illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

Explore the magical world of the stars - where wishes really do come true - 
with this collectable, irresistible series for younger readers. 

On Cassie's seventh birthday she made a new friend, Stella Starkeeper. Stella 
lives in the sky and uses the magic of the twinkling stars to make wishes come 
true! After passing six tasks Cassie becomes a Lucky Star - someone who can 
can grant wishes, helped by her magical charm bracelet. But disaster strikes 
when Cassie's bracelet goes missing and Stella's powers begin to fade... Cassie 
must search for other Lucky Stars who can help her find the bracelet. But 
before a Lucky Star is able to share their magic, Cassie must first make a wish 
come true for them. 

In book nine, 'The Ice Skating Wish', Cassie meets another Lucky Star called 
Yasmin, who is a brilliant ice skater. Cassie and Yasmin have a great time 
skating together, but then Cassie finds out that Yasmin is scared of 
performing in front of an audience. Can Cassie help Yasmin get over her fear?

Extent 128 page/s

130

The Author

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447236566

Recommended Interest Level: 5-7 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $9.99

Lucky Stars 9: The Ice Skating Wish
Bright, Phoebe and Donnelly, Karen



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

Ever since Sammy discovered that there are crazier animals in the world than 
just lemurs and lions, his life has become pretty weird. So when a Mongolian 
Death Worm turns up at his zoo, he's not that surprised. The Death Worm 
needs help: his best friend, Bert the Yeti Chief, has gone missing.

Can Sammy summon the Ministry of Yetis and rescue Bert? He's going to 
need help from his old friends Donny and Red, not to mention a very 
reluctant Wish Frog…

Extent 256 page/s

130

The Author
Eleanor Hawken has worked as a children's books editor in London and in 
Bath. She was also part of the team that established the Bath Festvial of 
Children's Literature. She devised the fiction series Will Solvit and has written 
books under the pseudonym Zed Storm. Eleanor lives in north London.

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781782061892

 

Imprint Quercus$NZRP $19.99

Sammy Feral's Diaries of Weird: Yeti Rescue
Hawken, Eleanor



Illustrations

Category Children's: Science Fiction

There is not just one you, there are many yous. We're part of a multiplicity of 
universes in parallel dimensions - and Everett Singh's dad has found a way in.

But he's been kidnapped, and now it is as though Everett's dad never existed. 
Yet there is one clue for his son to follow, a mysterious app: the Infundibulum.

The app is a map, not just to the Ten Known Worlds, but to the entire 
multiverse - and there are those who want to get their hands on it very badly. 
If Everett's going to keep it safe and rescue his dad, he's going to need friends: 
like Captain Anastasia Sixmith, her adopted daughter and the crew of the 
airship Everness.

Extent 320 page/s

135

The Author
Ian McDonald is one of Britain's most awarded and critically acclaimed SF 
writers; both 'The Dervish House' and 'Brasyl' have won the British SF Award 
and have been shortlisted for the Hugo Award. He currently lives in Belfast.
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Pub Date
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Imprint Jo Fletcher Books$NZRP $29.99

Planesrunner
McDonald, Ian



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

Third book in the "Pooch Parlour" series: where pampered pet salon meets 
canine detective agency! 

There's a new kid in Crumbly-under-Edge. Smug the pug is clever, funny and 
full of surprises. And his owner, Tallulah Foghorn, is just as fantastic. Pippa 
Peppercorn has fallen head over heels for the devastating duo. Dash the 
dachshund, on the other paw, is not sure. He thinks Smug lives up to his 
name, and Tallulah is nuttier than one of Mrs Furdge's fruitcakes…

Extent 256 page/s

130

The Author
Anna Wilson is both a cat- and dog-type person. She lives in Bradford-on-
Avon with her husband, two children, two cats, some chickens and a dog. She 
is the author of 'Puppy Love', 'Pup Idol', 'Puppy Power', 'Kitten Kaboodle', 
'Kitten Smitten', 'Kitten Cupid' and 'Monkey Business' - all for Macmillan 
Children's Books.

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447200758

Recommended Interest Level: 7-9 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $19.99

Smug Pug, The
Wilson, Anna



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

A collection of funny and exciting 'Princess Mirror-Belle' adventures from the 
much-loved author of 'The Gruffalo' - perfect for newly independent readers 

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror. 
Only Mirror-Belle is a double with a difference! She is a princess, and a very 
mischievous one at that. Whether she's wreaking havoc in a department store, 
riding the ghost train at the fair or seeing off bullies in the playground, 
Princess Mirror-Belle is a princess with a purpose - to cause as much trouble 
as possible!

Extent 128 page/s

130

The Author
Julia Donaldson is one half of the phenomenally successful 
Donaldson/Scheffler author/illustrator partnership, responsible for classic 
picturebooks such as 'The Gruffalo' and 'Room on the Broom'. With global 
sales running into millions, Julia's name is synonymous with wonderful 
storytelling for young children. She lives in Glasgow. 

Lydia Monks studied illustration at Kingston University, graduating in 1994 
with a first-class degree. She is a former winner of the Smarties Bronze Award 
for 'I Wish I Were a Dog' and her illustrations have been widely admired.

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447224020

Recommended Interest Level: 5-7 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $17.99

Princess Mirror-Belle
Donaldson, Julia & Monks, Lydia (illust.)



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

The second collection of funny and exciting 'Princess Mirror-Belle' adventures 
from the much-loved author of 'The Gruffalo' - perfect for newly independent 
readers 

Ellen still can't believe that the mysterious Mirror-Belle is her friend. After all, 
how can you really believe in a girl who stares at you out of the mirror but 
who isn't your reflection? A girl who claims she is a princess from a magical, 
faraway land? 

But now mischievous Mirror-Belle is back in five funny, exciting and 
charming stories. And she's all ready to make Ellen's life a right royal muddle!

Extent 144 page/s

130

The Author
Julia Donaldson is one half of the phenomenally successful 
Donaldson/Scheffler author/illustrator partnership, responsible for classic 
picturebooks such as 'The Gruffalo' and 'Room on the Broom'. With global 
sales running into millions, Julia's name is synonymous with wonderful 
storytelling for young children. She lives in Glasgow. 

Lydia Monks studied illustration at Kingston University, graduating in 1994 
with a first-class degree. She is a former winner of the Smarties Bronze Award 
for 'I Wish I Were a Dog' and her illustrations have been widely admired.

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447224044

Recommended Interest Level: 5-7 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $17.99

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Magic Shoes
Donaldson, Julia & Monks, Lydia (illust.)



Illustrations

Category Children's: General Fiction

The third collection of funny and exciting 'Princess Mirror-Belle' adventures 
from the much-loved author of 'The Gruffalo' - perfect for newly independent 
readers 

Princess Mirror-Belle is back! Once again, magically mischievous Mirror-Belle 
comes popping out of mirrors to sweep Ellen into five hilarious escapades. 

Whether she's telling tall stories about her winged pony, searching for a sea 
monster's treasure or turning herself into a most unusual Sleeping Beauty, 
Mirror-Belle's magical mayhem is packed with fun!

Extent 160 page/s

130

The Author
Julia Donaldson is one half of the phenomenally successful 
Donaldson/Scheffler author/illustrator partnership, responsible for classic 
picturebooks such as 'The Gruffalo' and 'Room on the Broom'. With global 
sales running into millions, Julia's name is synonymous with wonderful 
storytelling for young children. She lives in Glasgow. 

Lydia Monks studied illustration at Kingston University, graduating in 1994 
with a first-class degree. She is a former winner of the Smarties Bronze Award 
for 'I Wish I Were a Dog' and her illustrations have been widely admired.

Height | Width 197

Pub Date

Binding P/B (B)

 

Format B

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447224037

Recommended Interest Level: 5-7 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $17.99

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Flying Horse
Donaldson, Julia & Monks, Lydia (illust.)



Illustrations

Category Picture Storybooks

The perfect book for anyone who loves making art - and making a mess! 

Meet the boy who can't stop creating art! He loves colours, shapes, textures 
and EVERYTHING inspires him: his socks, the contents of the fridge, even his 
cat gets a new coat (of paint!). But there's just one problem: his mum isn't 
quite so enthusiastic. In fact, she seems a little cross! But this boy has a plan to 
make his mum smile. He's about to create his finest piece yet and on a very 
grand scale... 

A sharp, silly, fabulously funny book, which shows that Art is 
EVERYWHERE!

Extent 32 page/s

216

The Author
Marta Altés loves to tell stories and her love of illustration saw her study for a 
degree in Graphic Design in Barcelona. Marta moved to the UK to study for 
an MA in Children's Book Illustration at Cambridge School of Art (the best 
decision she ever made!) and graduated in 2011. Her debut book for 
Macmillan was 'My Grandpa'. Marta lives in London.
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Pub Date

Binding H/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9780230760400

 

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $29.99

I Am an Artist!
Altés, Marta



Illustrations

Category Picture Storybooks

Knock! Knock! What's that? Open the door... It's a spotty cat! 

Where is that special person Mum and Dad promised to bring home? There 
are lots of knocks at the door as new animal friends come calling, but none of 
them are quite who this little toddler is expecting. She's waiting for someone 
cuddly like her friend the polar bear, bouncy like the kangaroo, AND noisy 
like the dinosaur. Who can it be? 

An adorably funny rhyming story with large flaps to lift and sweet animal 
illustrations.

Extent 24 page/s

280

The Author
Michaela Morgan left her hometown of Manchester for a misspent youth in 
various exotic locations and now divides her time between Brighton, France 
and Rutland. As a teacher she worked with everyone from sticky infants to 
tattooed prisoners, but writes mostly for children. Michaela is always a 
popular speaker at various school events, festivals and conferences. Her first 
picture book for Macmillan was 'Never Shake a Rattlesnake', illustrated by 
Nick Sharratt.

Height | Width 280

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447211341

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $19.99

Knock! Knock! Open The Door
Morgan, Michaela



Illustrations

Category Baby Books

A gorgeous new buggy book by the creator of 'Dear Zoo' 

Even very little toddlers will love turning the die-cut pages of this buggy 
book and discovering all the different shapes and sizes of these cute baby 
animals. Use the handy strap and clip to attach this sturdy board book to your 
buggy and take it with you wherever you go!

Extent 12 page/s

90

The Author
Rod Campbell has been writing and illustrating children's books for over 30 
years. Best known for his classic lift-the-flap book, 'Dear Zoo', he is also the 
creator of the much-loved preschool character Buster. Ingeniously simple, 
with touches of gentle humour, Rod's books are loved by children, parents 
and teachers alike.

Height | Width 90

Pub Date

Binding Board

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447231288

 

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $12.99

Baby Animals Shaped Buggy Book
Campbell, Rod



Illustrations

Category Baby Books

A soft book with a handy strap! 

Cute, cuddly and with crinkly pages to touch and feel! This first cloth book 
has a soft strap making it easy to attach to a cot or buggy but soft enough to 
give to your baby. Bright, bold images and simple learning concepts make this 
an ideal first book.

Extent 6 page/s

100

The Author
Jo Moon is a well-loved pre-school artist who has illustrated many gorgeous 
titles for Campbell Books including a several ranges of bath books, cloth 
books and buggy buddies. Jo lives in Liverpool and has been working as a 
freelance illustrator since graduating from university with a BA Hons in 
Graphic Arts.

Height | Width 100

Pub Date

Binding Cloth

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9780230766624

 

Imprint Campbell Books$NZRP $12.99

My First Buggy Buddy: Patterns
Moon, Jo



Illustrations

Category Baby Books

A soft book with a handy strap! 

Cute, cuddly and with crinkly pages to touch and feel! This first cloth book 
has a soft strap making it easy to attach to a cot or buggy but soft enough to 
give to your baby. Bright, bold images and simple learning concepts make this 
an ideal first book.

Extent 6 page/s

100

The Author
Jo Moon is a well-loved pre-school artist who has illustrated many gorgeous 
titles for Campbell Books including several ranges of bath books, cloth books 
and buggy buddies. Jo lives in Liverpool and has been working as a freelance 
illustrator since graduating from university with a BA Hons in Graphic Arts.

Height | Width 100

Pub Date

Binding Cloth

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9780230766617

Recommended Interest Level: 0-3 years

Imprint Campbell Books$NZRP $12.99

My First Buggy Buddy: Noises
Moon, Jo



Illustrations

Category Picture Storybooks

Flip the flaps to change the picture! 

Flip the flaps and make the picture change in this fun book of opposites. 
Children will love making the colourful chameleon appear and disappear, or 
watching the muddy lion turn sparkly clean - but be careful of the lion's 
enormous roar! 

With sturdy round flaps that can be used again and again, this bright and 
chunky board book is perfect for little hands.

Extent 10 page/s

180

The Author
Catherine Vase has been a children's book illustator and author for ten years 
and in that time has illustrated a number of titles for Campbell Books. When 
she's not working on her books she leads creative writing and art workshops 
in primary schools, and the rest of the time you can find her walking in the 
countryside, talking to birds and any other animal that will stop to have a 
chat! Catherine lives in London.

Height | Width 180

Pub Date

Binding H/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9780230758988

Recommended Interest Level: 0-3 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $12.99

Flip-a-Pic: Animals
Vase, Catherine



Illustrations

Category Picture Storybooks

Flip the flap to change the picture! 

Flip the flaps and make the picture change in this fun book of opposites. 
Children will love watching the faces change from sad to happy or angry to 
calm. It's a great way to explore feelings and facial expressions! 

With sturdy round flaps that can be used again and again, this bright and 
chunky board book is perfect for little hands.

Extent 10 page/s

180

The Author
Catherine Vase has been a children's book illustator and author for ten years 
and in that time has illustrated a number of titles for Campbell Books. When 
she's not working on her books she leads creative writing and art workshops 
in primary schools, and the rest of the time you can find her walking in the 
countryside, talking to birds and any other animal that will stop to have a 
chat! Catherine lives in London.

Height | Width 180

Pub Date

Binding H/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9780230758995

Recommended Interest Level: 0-3 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $12.99

Flip-a-Pic: Faces
Vase, Catherine



Illustrations

Category Early Learning Concepts

• Soft-to-touch, padded board book which little hands will love to hold

• Introduces first numbers in a fun and colourful way

• Inside are over 100 photographs and accompanying text labels to help 
develop children's counting skills and build their vocabulary

• Includes simple number exercises such as more than/less than and 
sequencing

• Ideal to help children recognise and name both numbers and everyday 
objects

Extent 24 page/s

125

The Author

Height | Width 155

Pub Date

Binding Board

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781849158916

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Priddy Books$NZRP $9.99

First 100 Numbers
First 100 Soft to Touch



Illustrations

Category Early Learning Concepts

These new board books take the very best of the classic Priddy "Bright Baby" 
series into a sturdy, tabbed format.

Using bright, contrasting colours, simple text labels and vivid pictures, 
"Bright Baby Tab Books" immediately capture children's attention as they are 
introduced to words. The tabbed pages help babies and toddlers to navigate 
their own way through the book, and each tab has a clearly placed word and 
picture to learn.

Extent 18 page/s

210

The Author

Height | Width 210

Pub Date

Binding Board

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781849158695

Recommended Interest Level: 0-3 years

Imprint Priddy Books$NZRP $9.99

Words
Bright Baby Lift-The-Tab



Illustrations

Category Early Learning Concepts

These new board books take the very best of the classic Priddy "Bright Baby" 
series into a sturdy, tabbed format.

Using bright, contrasting colours, simple text labels and vivid pictures, 
"Bright Baby Tab Books" immediately capture children's attention as they are 
introduced to animals. The tabbed pages help babies and toddlers to navigate 
their own way through the book, and each tab has a clearly placed word and 
picture to learn.

Extent 18 page/s

210

The Author

Height | Width 210

Pub Date

Binding Board

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781849158688

Recommended Interest Level: 0-3 years

Imprint Priddy Books$NZRP $9.99

Animals
Bright Baby Lift-The-Tab



Illustrations

Category Colouring and Activity Books

• An amazingly creative new series of sticker doodle books with 120 pages of 
fun and funny doodling scenes to customize and colour

• Designed with an innovative combination of photographic and illustrated 
content

• 'Sticker Doodle Do' features a fantasy mix of rockets, unicorns, aliens and 
more to inspire imagination

• Each book includes over 200 stickers to have fun with

• Shaped cover with a die-cut carry handle

Extent 128 page/s

215

The Author

Height | Width 280

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781849158763

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Priddy Books$NZRP $8.99

Sticker Doodle Do
Sticker Doodle Books



Illustrations

Category Colouring and Activity Books

• An amazingly creative new series of sticker doodle books with 120 pages of 
fun and funny doodling scenes to customize and colour

• Designed with an innovative combination of photographic and illustrated 
content

• Kids will love to create doodles about themselves, their family, friends and 
school in 'Sticker Doodle You'

• Each book includes over 200 stickers to have fun with

• Shaped cover with a die-cut carry handle

Extent 128 page/s

215

The Author

Height | Width 280

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781849158756

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Priddy Books$NZRP $8.99

Sticker Doodle You
Sticker Doodle Books



Illustrations

Category Picture Storybooks

• A fun, interactive illustrated board book

• Children will love exploring all the beautiful rooms as they pay a visit to the 
Doll's House

• Innovative board book format with easy-to-turn, tabbed pages

• With fun flaps to lift which reveal hidden pictures in every room

• Lots for little hands to discover throughout

Extent 18 page/s

210

The Author

Height | Width 210

Pub Date

Binding H/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781849158664

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Priddy Books$NZRP $12.99

Doll's House
Lift-The-Flap Tab Books



Illustrations

Category Picture Storybooks

• A fun, interactive illustrated board book all about trucks

• Features diggers, dumpers emergency trucks, busy town trucks and more!

• Innovative board book format with easy-to-turn, tabbed pages

• With a fun flap to lift which reveals a hidden picture on every page

• Lots for little hands to discover throughout

Extent 18 page/s

210

The Author

Height | Width 210

Pub Date

Binding H/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781849158725

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Priddy Books$NZRP $12.99

Trucks
Lift-The-Flap Tab Books



Illustrations

Category Colouring and Activity Books

It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time! 

At last! Now you can put a hamster in a top hat, a cat in a wig, a guinea pig in 
a ballgown, a rabbit in a toga - and much much more! 

Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and absolutely nobody can resist an 
adorable animal in an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200 stickers 
in every book, you get to choose the outfits, anything from a Mexican poncho 
and a regal gown to a hi-tech spacesuit! 

THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR!

Extent 16 page/s

216

The Author

Height | Width 270

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447233121

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $12.99

Star Paws: Party Time
Macmillan Children's Books



Illustrations

Category Colouring and Activity Books

It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time! 

Ahoy there, me hearties! Come and meet the least darstardly, fluffiest pirate 
crew in the world! Use your stickers to dress them in their pirate best, with 
hats, peg-legs and bushy beards, and get them ready for a swashbuckling 
adventure. But watch out for the seasick puppies... 

Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and absolutely nobody can resist an 
adorable animal in an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200 
stickers, you get to choose the outfits and the sillier the better! 

THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR!

Extent 16 page/s

216

The Author

Height | Width 270

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447233145

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $12.99

Star Paws: Pirates
Macmillan Children's Books



Illustrations

Category Colouring and Activity Books

It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time! 

You are cordially invited to dress up a whole host of animal princesses, ready 
for the Star Paws Royal Ball. Choose some bold new looks in Rapunzel's Hair 
Salon, give the handsome princes their winning smiles and prepare to kiss 
some frogs! 

Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and absolutely nobody can resist an 
adorable animal in an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200 
stickers, you get to choose the outfits and the sillier the better! 

THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR!

Extent 16 page/s

216

The Author

Height | Width 270

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447233138

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $12.99

Star Paws: Princesses
Macmillan Children's Books



Illustrations

Category Colouring and Activity Books

It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time! 

Meet Fatcat and Bobbin, The Incredible Skunk, Keith the Wonder Dog and a 
whole host of superheroes (and super-villains!). Use your stickers to dress 
them in their superhero best, complete with capes, masks and all sorts of fun 
disguises! 

Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and absolutely nobody can resist an 
adorable animal in an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200 
stickers, you get to choose the outfits and the sillier the better! 

THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR!

Extent 16 page/s

216

The Author

Height | Width 270

Pub Date

Binding P/B

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9781447233114

Recommended Interest Level: 3-5 years

Imprint Macmillan$NZRP $12.99

Star Paws: Super Heroes
Macmillan Children's Books



Illustrations

Category Point Of Sale

 2 x 9780330365000  Bad Book, The
 2 x 9780330424158  Big Fat Cow that Goes Kapow, The
 2 x 9780330421973  Bumageddon: The Final Pongflict
 2 x 9780330422604  Cat on the Mat is Flat, The
 2 x 9780330362924  Day My Bum Went Psycho, The
 2 x 9780330360784  Just Annoying!
 2 x 9780330362153  Just Crazy!
 2 x 9780330363686  Just Disgusting!
 2 x 9781742610924  Just Doomed!
 2 x 9780330425346  Just Macbeth
 2 x 9780330423533  Just Shocking!
 2 x 9780330361484  Just Stupid!
 2 x 9780330361415  Just Tricking!
 2 x 9780330423892  Treasure Fever! 
 2 x 9780330424172  Pencil of Doom! 
 2 x 9780330424868  Mascot Madness! 
 2 x 9780330425186  Robot Riot! 
 2 x 9780330425650  Very Bad Book, The
 2 x 9780330403986  What Body Part Is That?
 2 x 9780330423014  What Bumosaur is That?
 2 x 9780330364256  Zombie Bums from Uranus
 5 x 9781742611068  13-Storey Treehouse, The
 5 x 9781742611273  26-Storey Treehouse, The

Extent 52 item/s

The Author
Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton are a creative partnership that began with 
'Just Tricking!' in 1997 and now extends to seven "JUST" books and more than 
a million copies sold, the award-winning 'The Bad Book', the off-the-wall 
success of 'The Cat On The Mat Is Flat' and the bestselling 'The Very Bad 
Book'. They are now published all over the world including the US where 
Andy's BUM books have made the "New York Times" bestseller lists.

Height | Width

Pub Date

Binding Bin

 

Format Other

1/03/2013

ISBN 9789991211053

 

Imprint Pan Australia$NZRP $920.48

Andy Griffiths Backlist Bin
Griffiths, Andy & Denton, Terry (illust.)


